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Background: The gluteus medius (GMed) and tensor fascia latae (TFL) muscles are key

stabilizers of the pelvis and hip. Imbalance of these synergistic muscles may play a role in

anterior knee pain. Physical therapists may prefer to prescribe exercises with higher GMed

activation relative to the TFL resulting in a GMed:TFL ratio greater than 1.0. A new exercise

device (TheraBand® Vector) can be used to apply a graded resistive force to create a lateral

weight shift, potentially influencing pelvic and hip muscle activation. The purpose of this pilot

study was to investigate the GMed:TFL muscle activation amplitude ratio during

laterally-resisted squats using the Vector in healthy individuals. Methods: Five healthy subjects

(mean age=24 years; 4 males) performed 5 squats in a randomized order of 3 conditions:

bodyweight only, right weight shift, and left weight shift. Lateral resistance was normalized to

20% of individual body weight applied at waist level. The Noraxon® Ultium surface EMG was

used to measure muscle activation amplitudes of the GMed and TFL on each leg during the

squats. Raw EMG amplitudes were averaged and normalized to %MVIC and GMed:TFL ratios

were calculated. Results: Compared to squatting without resistance, squats with lateral

resistance resulted in significant standardized mean differences (p<0.05) in GMed:TFL ratios

ranging from 0.6 to 1.2. Discussion/Conclusion: In this pilot study, muscle activation ratios

were increased during a squat with lateral resistance applied compared to no resistance. These

methods should be replicated with more subjects to achieve adequate power for statistical

analysis.
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